Automatic identification and removal of scalp reference signal for intracranial EEGs based on independent component analysis.
The pursuit of an inactive recording reference is one of the oldest technical problems in electroencephalography (EEG). Since commonly used cephalic references contaminate EEG and can lead to misinterpretation, extraction of the reference contribution is of fundamental interest. Here, we apply independent component analysis (ICA) to intracranial recordings and propose two methods to automatically identify and remove the reference based on the assumption that the scalp reference is independent from the local and distributed intracranial sources. This assumption, supported by our results, is generally valid because the reference scalp electrode is relatively electrically isolated from the intracranial electrodes by the skull's high resistivity. We point out that the linear model is underdetermined when the reference is considered as a source, and discuss one special underdetermined case for which a unique class of outputs can be separated. For this case most ICA algorithms can be applied, and we argue that intracranial or scalp EEGs follow this special case. We apply the two proposed methods to intracranial EEGs from three patients undergoing evaluation for epilepsy surgery, and compare the results to bipolar and average reference recordings. The proposed methods should have wide application in quantitative EEG studies.